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THE BIOLOIGICAL
PHYSICIST

A LETTER FROM THE DBP CHAIR
Dear DBP Members:

In my letter in the June issue of The Biological Physicist, I
noted that "Biological physics is one of the fastest growing and most
vigorous areas of research in the APS."  Well, this is your chance to
prove it!

The time has come to begin thinking about the 2002 March
Meeting. There are three different types of session: contributed
sessions, invited symposia, and focus sessions, a mix of the first two.

The topics for the focus sessions were selected during the
summer from your input (see page 6 of this issue for a list of
sessions). In order to make these sessions successful, we need you to
submit  contributed talks to round out these sessions.

Equally important are the contributed sessions. The total
number of your submissions to these sessions determines the
number of invited symposia we are allotted in the 2003 March
Meeting!  Thus, your contributions help fuel the growth of the
Meeting and our field.

So keep in mind the abstract submission deadline of 5pm
EST on December 7, 2001.

Sincerely,
Mark L. Spano
Chair, Division of Biological Physics



Last year, Dr. Jeff Schmidt, a stal/writer ctt Phy sics Today,
published a book that looks critically qt educetion and
employment in physics qnd other fields, focusing
speci;/ically on the treatment o/ graduate students, postdocs
and untenured junior Jitculty. Disciplined Minds (Rowman
dnd Littlefield, 2000) is startling in its description of the
destruction of creqtiyity within the acqdemic workplace.
The book hqs receiyed much qttention in the months since
publication, but the reqction of. 

'. '

' '  '  1  :  '

. the book's proyoctltiye opening lines, in which
Schmidt dramqtized the way he worked on his book about
work: "This book is stolen. Written in part on stolen time,
thqt is. I felt I hqd no choice but to do it lhal way. Like
millions of others who work for a liying, I was giying uost
oJ my prime time to my employer.... My job, like most
proJessional jobs, \4)as not intellectually challenging and
allowed only the mosl constrained creatit,ity.... The thought
oJ.just accepting m! situL:ltion seemed insane. So I began
spending some olrtce time on my oy)n work, dumped my TV
to reappropriate some of my time qt home, afid wrole this
book . "

reqd o nline at htlp ; //disc ip I ined- ninds. c om.

The editor o/ The Biological Physicist /d/is with JeJf
Schmidt about his controversial work.

Sonya Bahar: IJ you were to describe the book briefly to
someone who hed not yet reqd it, what would you say?
Jeff Schmidt: lt's about the politics of work and the battle
one must fight to be an independent thinker. It focuses on
the predicament of scientists and other salaried
professionals,

The book shows that the paramount concern of
supervisors is the polit ical aspects of the work, over which
they want exclusive control. Professional work involves
decision-making in which someone's point of view, power
or wealth is at stake, and so the work is an inllerently
polit ical activity. Once you admit that, you can explain
why there is so much job dissatisfaction and burnout. The
disil lusionment comes when employers succeed in dictating

the political orientation of the work -- dictating who you
are in your work and therefore who you are in society,
because your work is your biggest project, your biggest
interaction with society.

Recognizing the political nature of work also
allows you to understand why professional haining is so
abusive. I'm talking about graduate school, which is a
repressive intellectual bootcamp because it attempts to
break individuals in to playing a politically subordinate
role. to read5 them lor emplolment.

So the workplace is a battleground for your very
identity, as is graduate school. The issue is: Are you going
to pursue your own vision and stand for something, or are
you going to be politically subordinate? The book shows
how to do the former.

SB: Describe the genesis of the book - what led you to
v,rite it?
JS: At the University of Califomia, Irvine, it seemed like
the best of my fellow physics gaduate students were
dropping out or being kicked out. The system seemed to
favor self-centered, narrowly focused students. The others
were at a disadvantage not only because their attention
was divided, but also because their concems about big-
picture issues such as justice and the social role ofthe field
caused them to stop, think and question. Their hesitation
and contemplation slowed them down, tempered their
enthusiasm and drew attention to their deviant priorities.
That put them at a disadvantage relative to their
unquestioning. gung-ho classmates.

There's about a 50 percent dropout or kickout rate
for students entering PhD programs in all fields. I found
that this weeding-out is not politically neutral. To put it
biuntly, the programs favor ass-kissers - students with a
politically subordinate attitude - those who will be the
best servants ofthe status quo.

I realized that employers, too, favored people
who kept their concerns about the big picture nicely under
control, always in a position of secondary importance
relative to the assigned work at hand. So I saw education
and employment as a self-consistent, but deeply flawed,
system. I wrote Disciplined Minds to expose the problem
more completely and thereby force change.

SB: How would you describe the reaction to the book -
/i'om rev iewers, studenls, fdculty?



JS: Happily, they are taking the book seriously. Reviewers
appear to understand the book's key concepts, such as
ideological discipline and assignable curiosity. The reviews
have all been positive, but that's less significant than the
simple fact that the book is getting reviewed.

I've received some very enthusiastic letters from
graduate students, thanking me for writ ing the book, and
saying, "Thank you for validating my experience and letting
me know I'm not crazy."

A few faculty in physics departments and STS
(science, technology and society) programs are using the
book in their courses on ethics and the social responsibility
of scientists. And some education, sociology and even
business faculty are using the book in their classes.

It's funny that the big chain bookstores have put
the book on their "Business Life" shelves, sandwiched
between dress-for-success, how-to-conform type books
with the opposite point of view. The first t ime I saw that, I
jumped back, fearing some soft of rnatter/antimatter
annih i la t ion.

SB: I(hat did you anticipate reactrcn
would be to starting your introduction with the statement,
"This book is stolen"?
JS :  :

,, would read it -- as an
announcement of an attitude. a point of view about l i fe in
hierarchical organizations -

As I mentioned, Disciplined Minds argues that
management's paramount concern is the polit ical content of
the work. '' - . they
also judge your spare-time work by its polit ical content.

SB: You talk about "the political aspects oJ the work."
Could you define political in this context?
JS: Polit ical means affecting the distribution of power in
society. The product of professional labor, for example, is
polit ical. It takes sides. The joumalist's angle on a story,
the accountant's bookkeeping decision, the lawyer's choice
of contract language, the historian's depiction of events, the
minister's sermon, the teacher's lesson, the welfare worker's
determination, even the speech writer's joke -- professional
work ti l ts one way or the other, and the way it t i l ts is never
an accident. The work of salaried professionals is
polit ically sensitive, because it involves decision-making in
which their ernployers' interests are at stake.

A scientist 's research, for example, can go in any
of a vast number of scientif ically interestins directions at

every juncture. Which of these directions does the
scientist deem the most interesting? Is it a direction that
holds promise for the company business or for attracting
the interest of a funding agency? Or is it some other
direction? Disciplined Minds quotes the boss of a major
corporate research facility that employs more than 500
PhD scientists and engineers: "You can't select problems
for true scientists, much less tell them how to attack the
problems. But you can make sure that they are fully
informed of the needs of the company businesses that pay
the bill." The scientific professionals are also fully aware
that the company periodically scrutinizes the product of
their labor, to decide which scientists to keep and which
ones to dump.

SB: In your chapter "Now or Never," you advocate
resistance to what you describe qs a "soul-battering

syslem" -- a personal resistance with a strong political
dimension. Do you have any suggestions for institutional
reform?
JS: I suggest workplace democracy at the lowest level,
with each workplace innovating its own mechanisms of
democracy. Workers who believe that democratic
decision-making is inefficient would be free to elect
someone to boss them. However, theyt have the power to
unelect the boss at any time. The staff meeting would
always be the highest authority in the workplace.

Who
is going to make the best decision when an important
question arises -- the staff, with two centuries of collective
expenence , or the appointed boss

' l -
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SB: t(hat do you think of the tenure system?
JS: lt would be elitist to say that faculty are the only
people within the physics community who should have
academic ffeedom. I think everyone should have the
protection of tenure. I certainly could have used it.

Graduate school is an intensive and protracted
period of scrutiny during which the individual is pressured
to conform under threat of expulsion. The tenuring
process is another years-long process of scrutiny. Those
who remain after the two long rounds of weeding and
transformation are so intellectually and politically timid
that they don't need tenure. Thus the people who need the
protection of tenure don't have it, and those who have it
don't need it, because they have nothing provocative to
say.

SB: But don't some people survive that process with their
values intact? I personally know q number of tenured
faculty who retain both great creativity and integrie.



JS: Of course. ln fact, the bool< has a chapter titled, "How

to Survive Prolessional Tmining with Your Values Intact."
Resistance is diff icult, but it is possible -- and necessary. It
need not be as rare as it is. Ceftainly, resisting the system
caries some risk, but not resisting is a far deadlier course
for your individual identity.

SB: How would you compare the treqtment of graduqte
students and postdocs to the treatment of untenured junior

faculty?
JS: [n all three cases, supervisors can demand cult-l ike
dedication, because more than money is at stake. The
employees labor under the threat of having their career
tickets canceled.

Junior faculty often have fewer j l lusions about
what's going on. They may be able to flgure out who's
going to vote 1br them and who's going to vote against them
at the tenure-decision meeting. There's less pretense that
there is no polit ics involved. Craduate students are
generally less aware that their attitudes and values are being
scrr(inized, less aware thal the attitudinal assessment plays
a role in deciding if they wil l be deemed to have passed the
PhD qualit ication examination.

SR: llould you hat e any advice for a faculty member who
tru\., beliete; lhat a student is not qu{tlified, on scientit'ic
grollnds, to pursue q doctoral di,\sertqtionl
JS: Such students are usually not very thrilled witli the
rvork and leave on their own. Those who are excited about
the subject matter and motivated to stay should be offered a
program of remedial instruction and the tine to do it * just
as junior faculty are sometimes granted extra tine before
lhe tenure decision.

SBr
JS: The Bil i ol 'Rjghts doesn't protect employees in private
workplaces, and so the ACLU tends to stay away from

SB: )'ou ,specifically Jocus on the physics comnun y in
faur baok. Do yotr see any major dlferences between
physics und, say, the bioktgical sciences, in this regard?
JS: No. There arc plenty of differe|ces, but rhey aren't
Inaior. It 's the sirnilarit ies that are major -- similarit ies
betrveen all the professions, l iom aft to law to zoology.
The polit ics o1'professional training are the sane, and the
polit ics ofthe rvork itself are the same. Ifyou let me delete
one peroent of the words liom a transcript of people
"talking shop" at a cocktail pafiy, I can nake it impossible
for you to figure out what field they are in. People who go
into physics hoping to escape polit ics are disil lusioned

when they find that the field is no less political than any
other field. Social scientists have focused so much on the
differences between the professions that they have missed
the impoftant, lundamental similarities. (lf it takes a
physicist to identi$r those, then we have a paradox!)

But it's always fi.m to ignore the big picture so
that the differences look big. lf we do that, then the
cultural difference between biologists and physicists in
science is like the dilference behi/een pediatricians and
surgeons in medicine, or the difference between bomber
pilots and fighter pilots in the Air Force. The subculture
of biology is less arrogant, lnore open to questions, more
respectful ofdifferences, nore attractive to women. There
are also differences within subfields of physics itself. ln
the book, a physics graduate student describes the almost
laughable arrogance of the high-energy-physics group at
his university. There are lots of exceptions to these
generalizations, ald so they are more entertaining than
useful.

SB: You talk of democraticully controlled workplaces, but
how dct you propose to deql \,t,ith the hierqrchy inherent in
educationctl syslems? Given that there is some "canon" of
science that rloes need to he learned -- how to solve the
Schrddinger equation, how to run a DNA sequencing gel --
\,t)hat da ))ou propose as qn allerncrtiye to a hierarchicIl
educational system?
JS: Thirteen-year-olds teach their teachers about
computers, proving in the process that there is no social
hierarchy inherent in education. I{owever, to people who
assume naively that there are separate systems of
education and employrent, education appeaxs to be
inherently hierarchical. Our society features a single,
thoroughly integrated system of education and
employment. The education component is hierarchical and
competitive because it is a sorting machine for employers,
a gate-keeper for the corporations and academic
institutions.

Leaming doesn't require credentialing, ranking,
grading, high-stakes testing, groveling for letterc of
recommendation and so on. Good teachers don't need -- or
want -- the power to crush their students socially.

The Biological Physicist b,elcomes comments about
this afticle, Do you think Schmidt's criticisnts of
acudemia orc valid? Do you think they go too far?
How do his comments relate to your own
experiences as professional scientists? Email your
thoughts to brthut{ii)neurodvn, untsl.edu. for possible
publictttion in a special "Letters,, section of the
December 2001 issae ofThe Biological Physicist


